Organisms are surprisingly robust to various stresses and perturbations. Elimination of undesirable cells is one mechanism that ensures robust development. For example, compensatory cell death is observed in the expanded prospective head region of embryos from mothers carrying extra (six) copies of bicoid (6xbcd) in Drosophila melanogaster. bcd mRNA is localized to the anterior pole of the oocyte, forming an anteroposterior gradient of BCD protein in the embryo (Frohnhöffer and Nüsslein-Volhard 1986; Berleth et al. 1988) . 6xbcd embryos show a posterior shift in expression of the downstream genes and the position of the cephalic furrow located near the head/trunk junction. Nevertheless, many embryos still survive to adulthood (Namba et al. 1997) . More importantly, the final pattern and size of the adult structures are mostly normal (but for an exception, see Busturia and Lawrence 1994).
Drosophila has repair mechanisms for these patterning defects, and one is cell death in the expanded head region of embryos. However, the mechanism leading to this compensatory cell death remains largely unexplored.
To identify genes involved in this repair, we first screened a panel of 152 autosomal deficiencies for those with significantly lower viability in 6xbcd than in normal (2xbcd) condition, namely, for haplo-insufficient genes in the 6xbcd condition, and obtained two candidate regions, 29A2-A3 and 34A7-B6 (Tables S1 and S2 ). To complement this haplo-insufficiency screen, we performed a microarray expression analysis to identify genes with differential expression between the two conditions at embryonic stage 11-12, when extensive cell death occurs in the expanded head region of 6xbcd embryos (Tables S3 and S4; Namba et al. 1997 )． Twelve genes showed more than two-fold higher expression in 6xbcd compared to 2xbcd. Cross-referencing the genetic positions and changes in gene expression from these two complementary screens allowed us to identify a candidate gene, CG15479, involved in the repair. We of that in 2xbcd (Table S1 ), this result suggests that the development in the 6xbcd condition depends on higher expression of Mabi.
What is more, after a 1-hr heat shock, the number of acridine orange ( 
